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Hello Jacqui

First, thank you for all your work and emails. I appreciate them and the information.

The question I have is one I experience on two levels, personal and as a neighborhood
association. 

What is being done regarding driveway length?

The problem : Driveways are too short in multiple cases.
So personal level- my development and I'll include my sisters have driveways that do not fit a
larger SUV or long truck causing these vehicles to overhang. People in wheelchairs or people
covered by ADA have to go into the street. We have a homeowner constantly threatening a
lawsuit as his wife is in a wheelchair. In my sister's development, my prius almost needs to
kiss her garage door to not overhang- again it's a prius. My prius can call over 6 of its friends
on my driveway with room to spare and we both have home with 3 car driveways.

Multiple residents in the Greater Brush Prairie Neighborhood association are concerned over
similar situations because they have these new developments with tiny driveways, no legal
street parking, no parking enforcement and no protection for allowing a hostile condition
towards ADA covered people to exist.    

I know enforcement isn't your responsibility and I will continue with the Sheriff but to put a
Deputy into a position where they are in a no win place isn't helping anyone. On any given
night, I can count 20 illegally parked cars by Clark County Code but you can also see that
every other driveway is a different length. 

Not sure what the answer is here but the driveway length and ADA compliance issue is going
to become a bigger problem and I am hoping this is a time to try and stop it from getting
bigger. 

Any advice on what we can do is greatly appreciated. 

In Your Service, 
Cat Montgomery
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